Richer insights. Deeper visibility across mobile

Protect your data | manage your usage
While mobile working has transformed the workplace for the better, it’s also created new and difficult challenges for IT
leaders. Managing these challenges is crucially important to enterprise security teams as the mobile threat landscape
matures and develops.
This is where Wandera fits in. Wandera offers organizations a complete solution, harnessing the power of unique
gateway infrastructure and machine learning to provide a leading mobile security and data management solution.

Mobile security
All security strategies start with visibility. It is a critical component in identifying
unwanted risk and dealing with threats as they emerge.
Reduce your risk

Defend against threats

Detect vulnerabilities

Prevent the attack

Discover risky configurations in each

With access to the network itself, threats

device, such as an outdated OS or

like phishing attempts and malware can

evidence of a jailbreak.

be intercepted before they even reach the
target.

Uncover data leaks

Detect the threat

Real-time scans help you find leaky sites

Using real-time behavioural analysis, even

and apps, blocking potential data breaches

undiscovered, zero day threats can be

at the source.

identified on infected devices.

Employee misuse

Contain the damage

Monitor and enforce policies that prevent

Once a device is compromised, stop

shadow IT, block access to risky content

attackers from exerting remote control

and stop rogue file-sharing.

and block the data from exfiltration.

Data management
Wandera offers a solution that enables productive mobile working, while alleviating
concerns around growing costs, access to inappropriate content and shadow IT.
Manage rising costs

Enforce acceptable use

Analyze usage

Ensure compliance

Get detailed usage reports on work devices and corporate data,

Enforce your corporate usage policies, filtering content deemed

encompassing both roaming and Wi-Fi.

inappropriate for work.

Control consumption

Segment personal use

Use flexible filtering, capping and compression features to keep data usage

Work devices are regularly used for personal use. Wandera helps you

manageably small.

define and understand the split.

Eliminate overages

Comply with regulation

Prevent unexpected charges at the end of your billing cycle by

Avoid HR or legal implications arising from employee activity on business-

implementing sensible policies.

assigned devices.

Unparalleled visibility

Largest data set

Wandera is the only technology able to scan traffic in real-time,

This unmatched visibility generates huge volumes of data. MI:RIAM,

with data vectored through Wandera’s web gateway for mobile

Wandera’s security engine, analyzes more than a billion data points

without any latency or battery degradation. This means data

every single day. Powered by machine learning, MI:RIAM regularly

can be analyzed as it is used, with filters, caps and controls

uncovers new strains of malware and zero day threats as they

implemented as the data is in transit.

emerge.
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Industry recognized
With widespread customer and analyst recognition, Wandera stands out for its pioneering
approach to mobile security and data management. Wandera has been named as a representative
vendor in Gartner’s 2017 Market Guide for Mobile Threat Defense. The International Data
Corporation named Wandera as a leader in its 2017 IDC MarketScape guide.

Powerful partnerships
With flexibility at its core, Wandera can be incorporated into existing infrastructures thanks to features like our SIEM integration and EMM
Connect. Wandera offers deep integrations with leading EMM technologies, including AirWatch, MobileIron, Citrix, MaaS360 and Intune. For
select partners, Wandera offers over-the-air (OTA) functionality, allowing for seamless, simple deployments at scale.

10+ mobility integrations

10+ security partnerships

4+ platforms supported

“We have more than 190 locations with 86,000 employees around the globe at SAP. Our first and
foremost goal is awareness and transparency. Wandera plays a critical role in our technology
stack, providing the security and peace of mind we need to run a global digital business and
deliver value to our customers.”
Thomas Saueressig, Chief Information Officer, SAP

Wandera is the global market leader in enterprise mobile security, delivered through its pioneering web gateway. Providing maximum
visibility into mobile data, Wandera goes beyond threat detection to prevent attacks and contain data leakage. The solution’s threat
intelligence is powered by MI:RIAM, a real-time security engine that analyzes the industry’s largest mobile dataset to uncover new
vulnerabilities and zero-day threats as they emerge.

